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Shungite Type 1 & 2

Plain/Raw & Polished (Type 2)

Elite/Nobel (Type 1)

Carbon = 64% Nitrogen, 
Oxygen = 3.5% 
Hydrogen = 6.7% 
Ash Content up to 3.3%

Carbon = 98% Nitrogen, 
Oxygen = 0.9% Hydrogen = 0.3% 
Ash Content up to 0.8%

Oraphim add 99.9% pure Silver to the powder 
to increase shungite’s natural abilities.



Shungite stones must be sourced 
from the Zazhoginskoje field 

(Russia/Finland Border) here is 
one of our suppliers.

Shungite contains the 'Fullerene' molecule, in 
1996 Robert F. Curl, Harold W. Kroto and 
Richard E. Smalley,received a Nobel prize for 
their work in its capture.

Elite/Nobel & Plain Polished/Raw



Fullerenes’ Flow through 
History:

Reiss Kunst, 
Augsburg, 1625

Fra Giovanni of Verona 
c.1494-9

Lorenzo Sirigatti, Venice, 1596

● Goldberg Polyhedron

Richard Buckminster Fuller

Hexagon
Pentagon



Shungite is aligning everything with nature:

Nature spins to the right, chemicals and toxins spin to the left, 
shungite energy spins to the right at 20-30 billion times a second

Chemicals 
break apart 

wifi/smart 
frequencies get 

harmonised 
with nature



Simple Principles for maximising shungite potential:

The more the merrier!
When shungite is in a cluster with 
other shungite they combine their 
power, sending out a tentacle of 
energy, thats been captured in 

this picture kirlian photo by 
Russian scientist Sofiya Blank

This is why powered shungite is so powerful



Who's studying & publishing information on Shungite? 

Nobel Prize for their discovery was awarded 
to Robert F. Curl, Harold W. Kroto and 
Richard E. Smalley in 1996.

N.L. Hopkins (Retired Wifi/Warfare Weapons 
Expert for the USA Military) & Walt Silver 
(USA) Shungite Reality, A study of energy.

Regina Martino: Shungite, Protection, 
Healing & Detoxification.

NIH National Institutes of Health

Moscow State University of Applied 
Biotechnology, Moscow.

Scientific Research Centre of Medical 
Biophysics, Sofia, Bulgaria.

Rice University states that Shungite has been proven to 
remove radioactive cesium and strontium from water, 
according to researchers working with Kazan Federal 
University in 2017. 

Oxid Med Cell Longev.

International Journal of Advanced Scientific and 
Technical Research.

The Lancet.

Luna & Planetary Institute.

Bulletin of Experimental Biology and Medicine.

Russian Journal of Applied Chemistry.
(Oraphim research)

https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/gcuowa_laKY/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fderef-mail.com%2Fmail%2Fclient%2FC5PHxOLJ9y4%2Fdereferrer%2F%3FredirectUrl%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%252Fpmc%252Farticles%252FPMC5574306%252F%2523
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/jsk9rOZerd0/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fderef-mail.com%2Fmail%2Fclient%2FBU0saN-tl3E%2Fdereferrer%2F%3FredirectUrl%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.thelancet.com%252Fjournals%252Flancet%252Farticle%252FPIIS0140-6736%252817%252932346-2%252Ffulltext%253Felsca1%253Dtlxpr


Attributes of Shungite:

● Antibacterial
● Antiviral
● Antihistamine
● Anti fungal
● Antioxidant
● Removes free radicals
● Aids Blood Circulation
● Reduces Inflammation
● Normalize cellular 

metabolism
● Increase enzymatic 

activity
● Lowers Surface tension 

on water

● Stimulate tissue regeneration
● Increase in cellular resistance
● Neutralise toxins in the body
● Stops necrosis
● Creates a magnetic field of its own
● Spins at 20 Billion times a second 

to blast apart chemicals
● Ion-exchange for detox & re-

mineralisation



Professor Andrievsky research concluded that shungite 
'fullerenes' act on a systemic level and not as a treatment for 
an illness, 'fullerenes' act as an adaptogen operating both 
at a cellular level and at the level of the whole body.

Due to modern society we have more 
devices emitting radiation in our lives, 
adding Shungite fullerenes is 
extremely beneficial, due to their 
antioxidant attributes, we are able to 
correct the imbalance, 
strengthening the body's 
systems, with the shungite 
fullerenes unique ability to 
continuously attract & collect 
harmful free radicals which can 
lead to heart attacks, 
neurodegenerative diseases & cancer.



Dr. Nina Kolesnikova & team produced 
remarkable results with patients at the 

sanatorium near MoscowSpecialising in cardiology, diabetes, 
hypertension, infectious diseases, the 
patients needed much less 
medication overall and an excerpt 
from the study showed that patients 
blood levels returned to normal 
within two weeks following their 
cancer radiation treatment when 
drinking shungite water for the 
control group this took an average of 
3-4 months to return to normal.



Shungite Healing Rooms around the world

White Springs Sanatorium, since 
2001 have been offering a range of 
shungite treatments and successfully 
alleviating symptoms from chronic 
illnesses of the respiratory & ENT, 
lessening musculoskeletal system 
swelling & pain as well as many other 
well being results all attributed to 
shungite.

Voennomeditsinskoy Academy, 
studies showed significant 
improvements, with an undeniable 
advantage in achieving therapeutic 
improvements with cardiac patients.

Paris, Therapeutic Treatment Room

Beslan (Russia) bringing joy and happiness back 
to the children who were traumatised in the 
massacre at a school in September 2004.



Purify your water- Chemicals Don’t stand a chance!

Chemicial

The ‘active field/cloud’ around shungite allows for 
the Shungite to transform the water without 
actually touching it, whilst working instantly.

The fastest thing measured on earth is the Shungite energy field at 20 billion RPM

Shungite is not 
absorbing so no need 
to buy replacements!

Testimonials:
‘This is an excellent invention!’
‘Fantastic, absolutely love how these work. Great product. Many thanks!’
‘Put this around my water bottle for purification and detox. My skin looks better.’
‘Thank you for this. Our tap water looks and tastes so much better’

Oraphim’s 
Transformer Toggles!



Shungite Stickers: Reverse Harmful 
frequencies, experience the wider range on wifi 

and cold phones instantly!
‘I can feel a difference when holding my phone 

already with the sticker on as I am really sensitive 
to EMR so can always feel it around me, I have put 
them on all devices and WiFi’ Synchronistic Scents (UK)

‘Can’t believe it, but our internet speeds are much 
faster, and i can now answer my phone at my 
desk, could not do that before my shungite 
sticker!’ Dr. H. Brew (UK) ‘I love it my mobile no longer heats up although I had to 

use 2 sticker on my Huawei Pro20’

‘I have put these on many items around the house and 
now we've been sleeping better.’

‘Absolutely love this. My phone hasn’t felt warm or hot, 
which I assume it means that it’s working.’ M.van Wyk

Testimonials:



Powerful Unique 

Quantum Platonic Solids

Silver Infused Shungite Pyramids
‘I've brought these as presents for special friends and 

family members as they are absolutely stunningly 
beautiful and the energy coming off them is awesome , 

Every home needs one ‘ Marcia (UK)

‘Thankyou Oraphim for the lovely pyramids. They truly 
have a magical quality to them and are brilliant for 

healing!’ W. Bowman (UK)

‘I woke up with energy i have not experienced for 25 
years, having suffered with chronic fatigue, the joy is 

amazing!’ MBS Buxton Attendee

‘My husband's Arthritis seems to have eased over night 
much less pain & more movement’ MBS Derby Attendee

.
Quantum Healing Energy: Pairs its energy 
to you directly for maxim effect & truly 
tailored benefits unique to you.



Oraphim Pendants
Testimonials:

‘They have also significantly reduced the 
headaches I used to get around electronics. 5/5’

‘I love this necklace. It's absolutely beautiful and I 
have had the most vivid meditations when wearing 

it.’

.

‘Beautiful quality pendent (I have put it on my 
silver chain as I wanted to hang 

lower)amazing rainbow colours ,the energy 
coming off the pendant is quite staggering ,I 

feel so much calmer and happier since 
wearing it,thank you Cassie and Rich’  Marcia 

(UK)

‘Felt grounded within minutes of wearing and 
felt the energy! Also helps my anxiety & 

depression. Extremely happy.’ Michelle (UK)Emf Harmonising/Vital field Optimising

‘My Lupus symptoms 
have reduced’

V. Brew (UK)

‘My mum has myeloma and 
has had deranged bloods and 
all treatment stopped. since 
wearing Shungite her platelets 
have shot up, we cant think of 
any other reason.’ L. Slater (UK)

Circulation in Diabetic 
gentleman increased-
Surprising doctors! J. Tobin 
(UK)



Shungite Magnets- Dynamic Torsion 
Fields

‘Food last much longer and 
tastes better!’ And had to reset 

the temperature dial so it’s 
using much less electricity, now 
my hummus lasts ages!’ C.Limb 

(UK)

‘Noisy appliances (spin 
Dryer), became quiet and 
runs better.’ uk MBS show buyer

‘My Carrots froze on the first night with the new magnet!’ Dustin (UK)

‘Straight away stick to my 
refrigerator, mini trampoline metal 
legs which I found make me feel 
more lighter when doing my 
exercises because of shungite 
effect’ M. Abdullah (Singapore)

Blown away with the fridge magnets making the fridge colder! Heather (UK)

Energy & Food Saving = Money Saved!

Simple & Effective
& money saving!



Oraphim Shungite
Body Care Range:

Quantum Creams
Delicious Deodorant

Sensory Soaks
Body Butters

Minty Lips
Super soaps
Toothbrushes

100% Handmade with 
the very best quality 

organic & vegan natural 
ingredients every time

Susie (Alchemisty) has 
produced unique delicious 

scents to excite your senses!

With her expert knowledge, she 
combines powerful plants to 
heal/relax/restore and more 
all with our special shungite.



The Miracle MolecYOUle
Shungite Solutions Produced by 

Oraphim
Delivered to you Everywhere,

via Etsy, Ebay, Numonday
&

www.oraphimshungite.com



And now for your Quantum Questions!

Expect Miracles!

Etsy: Oraphim
Ebay: Oraphim
Numonday: Oraphim
Our Website
Airy Fairy-Sheffield
Positive Elevation-Sheffield
Dread Funky Sheffield
Curious Goods- Chesterfield
Jonidere- Singapore

Thank you 


